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Abstract—Region visual features enhance the generative ca-
pability of the machines based on features, however they lack
proper interaction attentional perceptions and thus ends up with
biased or uncorrelated sentences or pieces of misinformation.
In this work, we propose Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product
Representation (aiTPR) which is a convenient way of gathering
more information through orthogonal combination and learning
the interactions as physical entities (tensors) and improving the
captions. Compared to previous works, where features are added
up to undefined feature spaces, TPR helps in maintaining sanity
in combinations and orthogonality helps in defining familiar
spaces. We have introduced a new concept layer that defines
the objects and also their interactions that can play a crucial
role in determination of different descriptions. The interaction
portions have contributed heavily for better caption quality and
has out-performed different previous works on this domain and
MSCOCO dataset. We introduced, for the first time, the notion
of combining regional image features and abstracted interaction
likelihood embedding for image captioning.
Index Terms—language modeling, representation learning, ten-
sor product representation, image description, sequence genera-
tion, image understanding, automated textual feature extraction
I. INTRODUCTION
OBJECT recognition and segmentation has provided am-ple scope to understand the semantic relationship in
images among the different objects [83] as a spatio-topological
property. This will help in understanding the contexts [69] and
events of the images than mere detection of the objects. The
gradual demand and rising interest in industry and AI related
frameworks, the requirement is generation and synthesis of
reply in structured form. There was a sudden rise in application
related to reverse synthesis, caption generation [85], dialogues
instead of just prediction of likelihood of decisions. Most
of the application of synthesis is based on the requirement
to perceive and development of topological dependence of
contexts and proceed for generation and synthesis. The basis
of our image captioning [86] model is based on reviving the
underlying understanding of the representational aspects from
both the context and the role prospective for languages. Here,
we define Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation
(aiTPR), where the context is more about understanding and
the roles play the role of creating the dependency or the
interaction [85]. Here, we defined a layer that samples the
combination, transforms them into a understandable space
and help generate the captions. While ”English” language is
based on structural principles, these are roles and contexts
are pseudo-principles (as a word can have different roles like
noun, verb etc and also different contexts or meaning) and this
creates a large spectrum of operation and valid possibilities,
which can be narrowed only through understanding the inter-
actions. While, we can only deal with the objects and the role
transformation as our aiTPR, we provided evidence that the
interaction terms are far more important and can help bridging
the gap created by the object subspace, like in [83], where the
object space is mere structural from images or the features
space is randomly defined to fit.
Previous works in image captioning focused on visual fea-
tures from pre-trained network capable to detect objects with
high precision like Vgg [47], ResNet ([83], [50]), Inception
[43] etc, later gradually going multimodal ([47], [49], [84])
through different stages of feature, expecting that different lay-
ers will capture different aspects. Later on, gradually attention
[45], [43], [56], [50], [34], [41], [11]) based features became
more popular due to the limitations of LSTM to keep its
memory intact and limitations of the weighted transformations
to capture all the relevant features required for diversified
and correct attributed captions. Tensor Product Representation
(TPR) concept is widely studied mathematical model with
several mathematical properties, popular among people who
wants to deal with orthogonality. However, the computational
TPR space is yet to be explored. Recently, TPR [88] is used to
solve the question answering problem and the image caption-
ing problem, where three models were proposed: dual gener-
ation model [85] for capturing both the context and roles for
next word prediction, attention based model [85] for capturing
the interdependence of the different words and by-passing
the role of semantic features, and lastly the graphical tensor
product representation model [85] combing both semantics
and structural perceptions of triplet graphs for local features
extraction and establishing the spatial temporal relationship
for sentence generation. In this work, we will mostly concen-
trate on some novel structures for caption generation where
the main focus is on categorically understand the individual
components and produce most favorable representation for
best reverse generation. The reverse generation is mostly done
through language and some cases through images, like finding
the most relevant images or generate images through GAN
architectures. Reverse generation training has the problem of
gathering biasness for the models and restricts generation of
diverse sentences and out of box thinking or combination
possibilities. Image captioning has always provided scope of
further possibilities for video narration and understanding of
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Fig. 1. Overview Architecture of Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation (aiTPR) as a Combination of Tensors Derived from Image Level
Attributes and Inferred Interactions.
sequentially related image spaces and story-telling.
The rest of the document is arranged as Section ?? with
the revisit of the existing works, descriptions of the problem
in Section II, methodology and architectural details in Section
III, experimental details, numerical and qualitative results and
analysis in Section IV and conclusion and discussion of future
works in Section V.
The main contribution of this paper are the followings:
1) defining a new architecture and concept of representation
generation and fusion known as Attribute Interaction-Tensor
Product Representation (aiTPR) 2) interactions bind different
features together along with the orthogonality of the compu-
tational TPR architecture 3) our model contributed to the fact
that orthogonality decides feature spaces and restricts mixing
and mapping to undefined feature spaces 4) our model out-
performed many previous works done on this domain and on
the MSCOCO data.
II. DESCRIPTION
The existing problem in language generation problem is
the disability of the machines to differentiate between similar
quite of situations, which arises because of the similar kind
of combination of the aspects. In this work, our proposal
architecture handles this problem in a different way, where we
derive different levels of fine details of an image as likelihood,
then the interactions are derived and then we derive different
context and role generations for the sentence to be completed.
However, compared to many previous works like in [85], this
approach is much more exploratory and performed better in
caption generation.
A. Problem Description
Generative application is gradually gained potential as we
need to make the machine talk to humans. However, biasness
in sentence generation held the topological exploration for
a longer time. In this work, we explored the possibility
of creating interaction criteria as an estimation ad proceed
them with the regional image features for derivation of the
representations for context and roles as we can call them
as tensor product when we consider them as a combined
representation (Tt in Equation 32). We deliberately create this
tensor product so that we can multiply them as tensors and
can define the semantics for the languages.
B. Difficulties Faced So Far
Normal network learning does through these five difficulties
apart from vanishing and exploding gradient problems, which
is either bypassed or overlooked. These are as follows and we
described here, how we can overcome this, mainly focusing
on the model we have define in this work.
a) Object and Combination Problem: When similar
kinds of object combination exists in images, it becomes very
difficult for the CNN network to differentiate them and provide
an unique solution. In that regard, aiTPR can provide better
solutions.
b) Weight Learning Problem: While the weights are
required to learn large part of the transformation for large
amount of data, aiTPR can be a better alternative as it
segregates the information in the form of a graphical structure
instead of transformation.
c) Lower and Higher Level Understanding Problem:
While the lower level features are the image features, several
combinations created by aiTPR can help in identification of the
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unique opportunities for new attributes to crop up in sentences
along with attributes.
d) Summation to Undefined Spaces Problem: Summation
problem is another problem that should be dealt with, mainly
with the presence of large number of objects and their forms.
Several such summation may converge them to similar spaces
or to null spaces.
e) Representation Approximation: Due to representation
approximation, large part of the information are suppressed
or gets mixed into unidentified states. To counter that, aiTPR
keeps up the states through orthogonal transformation and are
expected to regain the subspace, when required. All these
when combined can provide a much better alternative and
structurally sound neural network, that can be more explained.
III. OUR METHODOLOGY
Many organizations used an ensemble approach to avoid
these problems instead of solving it naturally. In this work,
we have proposed series of solutions for these above prob-
lems through use of other learned networks and intermediate
inferences, which provides ample scope to neutralize the
discrepancies in comprehension of the representations. Here,
we have used extensively the region based object features and
extracted different layer of information and fused them for
representation generation in our network architecture and for
each iteration, these representations took a new form so that
the captions did not have to go through the biasness of non-
linear approximations.
Here, we have provided the concept of Attribute Interaction-
Tensor Product Representation (aiTPR) which operates on
the regional features and their interaction criteria. While, the
interactions are transformed replications of the objects features
and are generated through inference, we can still consider two
separate strategies to engage the attributes and the interaction
segments. Figure 2 provided Late Attribute Interaction-Tensor
Product Representation (aiTPR) while Figure 3 provided Early
Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation (aiTPR)
architectures. The main difference is the way thenmixture of
the objects representations takes place as a weighted sum
of the lower level features of regional images. This kind of
strategies are already in the literature like in MIMO antenna,
where the aim is to estimate the best possible entropy from
series of similar signals. The novelty of our procedure is that
we used the whole image and series of spatial relationships
as a semantic composition denoting objects and activity-
relationships, which provides opportunites for new objects and
their interactions get more attention than before.
A. Early Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation
Early Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation
uses the strategy of linking the attribute and interaction tensors
much early in the network, considering the fact that there will
be correlations establishment among them much earlier. Math-
ematically, we represent Early Attribute Interaction-Tensor
Product Representation with the following set of equations.
If we define v ∈ R2048 as the visual feature for image I
and v = {v1, . . . , vn} as the RCNN based region based
object feature representation where each vi ∈ R2048 for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and n is the number of regional objects
detected in the image I making the overall v ∈ Rn×2048.
The initial parameters for the Assembled Selector Layer are
initialized as the followings, considering that the biasness
of the network must be neutralized and it will also help in
estimation of the content of the images.
v =
1
k
i=k∑
i=1
vi (1)
v = v (2)
The initial parameters are initialized as the followings.
h0, c0 = Wh0v,Wc0v (3)
Wh0 ∈ R2048×d, Wc0 ∈ R2048×d. The Intermediate Transfer
Layer helps in transferring the
at = Wa tanh(Whht−1) (4)
where Wa ∈ Rb×d, Wh ∈ Rd×k.
αt = softmax(at) (5)
at ∈ Rk ∈ {a1,t, . . . , ak,t}
v̂t =
[
i=k1∑
i=1
viαi,t +
i=k2∑
i=1
v′iα
′
i,t
]
2
(6)
with k = k1 + k2,
∑
αi = 1 and
∑
αi = 1 v is the regional
CNN and v′ is the representation of the objects detected
through the regional CNN model. v̂t ∈ Rb×d where b is the
batch size and d is the hidden layer dimension. The Assembled
Selector Layer ca be denoted as the following equations,
qt = v̂t (7)
pt = Wext−1 (8)
Tt = Ws12 σ(Ws11ht−1 + b1)
⊗ tanh(Ws22(vx σ(Ws21ht−1 + b2)) + b3)
(9)
Tt = Ws12 σ(Ws11ht−1 + Ww1
t−1∑
i=0
Wexi + b1) ⊗
tanh(Ws22(vx σ(Ws21ht−1 + Ww2
t−1∑
i=0
Wexi + b2)) + b3)
(10)
vx = fx({va1 , va2 , . . . , vb1 , vb2 , . . .}) (11)
where we have fx(.) as a function and vai ∈ R2048 and vbi ∈
R2048 are the attribute and interaction components. ⊗ is an
algebraic operation. Here, we considered ⊗ =  as we try to
rectify one context with the other context.
qt = Wh,mS Wh,nqt (12)
pt = Wh,mS Wh,npt (13)
it = σ(Wpipt + Wqiqt + WTiTt + bi) (14)
ft = σ(Wpfpt + Wqfqt + WTfTt + bf ) (15)
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ot = σ(Wpopt + Wqoqt + WToTt + bo) (16)
gt = tanh(Wpgpt + Wqgqt + WTgTt + bg) (17)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  gt (18)
ht = ot  tanh(ct) (19)
xt = max arg softmax(Whxht) (20)
Mathematically, Early Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product
Representation (aiTPR), denoted as f
aiTPRE
(.), can be de-
scribed as the followings probability distribution estimation.
f
aiTPRE
(v) =
∏
k
Pr(wk | Ti, v, WL1)∏
i
Pr(Ti | v, W1)
=
∏
k
Pr(wk | Ti,
(
1
K
K∑
m=1
vm
)
,
(
N1∑
m=1
amvm
)
2
+(
N2∑
m=1
a′mv′m
)
2
, WL1)
∏
i
Pr(Ti | v, W1)
=
∏
k
QIC(wk | Ti,
(
1
K
K∑
m=1
vm
)
,
(
N1∑
m=1
amvm
)
2
+(
N2∑
m=1
a′mv′m
)
2
)
∏
i
Q(Ti | v)
(21)
using the weights of the LSTM in the architecture is denoted as
WL1 , wi as words of sentences, vi as regional image features,
amsm as intermediate learnt parameters, QIC(.) and Q(.) are
the Image Caption and Scene-Graph generator function respec-
tively. Q(.) derives x (Scene-Graph information) from v of I.
These set of equations worked best for this kinds of situation
and experimented it for understanding the effects of our new
concept of Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation
(aiTPR). Apart from that, this network architecture helps in
fusion of different set of feature tensors without the scope of
influence or suppression and compared to architectures like
[2], it is much lighter in the number of weights.
B. Late Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation
Late Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation
(aiTPR) kept the attribute and interaction separated so that
the both the network learns equivalently before they fused
for the language decoder. The Late aiTPR model operates
without any expectation of correlation between the attribute set
and the interaction set. While, most of the works in attention
are much concentrated on automatic segregation of useful
information, we propose that the features must segregate in
pure form before getting into the series of linear and non-linear
approximations. The contexts from regional object features are
coupled along, just like tensor product, but instead of word
embedding, some of the attributes are still the image features
from a RCNN network. Before, we discuss the Late aiTPR,
we revisit the concept of TPR as a general.
1) TPR: For a TPR, we have Here, the context is repre-
sented as fi ∈ Rdn and the topological information vector as
ri ∈ Rdm creating the summation of orthogonal vectors as∑
firi and using the same topological information vector, we
get back fj as fj = rTj
∑
firi = f1r1r
T
j + f2r2r
T
j + . . . =
fjrjr
T
j = fj . here f is object features and r is orthogonal
vectors where both represent an output in caption. The novelty
lies in a direct relationship between object to word generation
without explicitly knowing the identity of the words. It is aided
by the other learnable weights. TPR can be represented as s(w)
as,
s(w) =
∑
fi ⊗ rTi (22)
where w is the feature vector, and {w → f : w ∈ We} is
the transformation, We are the raw features or the embedding
vectors for features which minimizes the context function
Mathematically, the equations that will describe the archi-
tecture can be introduced as the followings,
v =
1
k
i=k∑
i=1
vi (23)
v = v (24)
The initial parameters are initialized as the followings.
h0, c0 = Wh0v,Wc0v (25)
where we have Wh0 ∈ R2048×d, Wc0 ∈ R2048×d. The next
segment equations can be denoted as the following,
at = Wa tanh(Whht−1) (26)
where Wa ∈ Rb×d, Wh ∈ Rd×k.
αt = softmax(at) (27)
at ∈ Rk ∈ {a1,t, . . . , ak,t}
v̂t =
[
i=k1∑
i=1
viαi,t +
i=k2∑
i=1
v′iαi,t
]
(28)
∑
αi = 1, v̂t ∈ Rb×d where b is the batch size and d is the
hidden layer dimension.
qt = v̂t (29)
pt = Wext−1 (30)
Tt = Ws12 σ(Ws11ht−1 + b1)
⊗ tanh(Ws22(v σ(Ws21ht−1 + b2)) + b3)
(31)
Tt = Ws12 σ(Ws11ht−1 + Ww1
t−1∑
i=0
Wexi + b1) ⊗
tanh(Ws22(v σ(Ws21ht−1 + Ww2
t−1∑
i=0
Wexi + b2)) + b3)
(32)
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Fig. 2. Early Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation (aiTPR).
⊗ is an algebraic operation. Here, we considered ⊗ =  as
we try to rectify one context with the other context.
qt = Wh,mS Wh,nqt (33)
pt = Wh,mS Wh,npt (34)
it = σ(Wpipt + Wqiqt + WTiTt + bi) (35)
ft = σ(Wpfpt + Wqfqt + WTfTt + bf ) (36)
ot = σ(Wpopt + Wqoqt + WToTt + bo) (37)
gt = tanh(Wpgpt + Wqgqt + WTgTt + bg) (38)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  gt (39)
ht = ot  tanh(ct) (40)
xt = max arg softmax(Whxht) (41)
Mathematically, Late Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product
Representation (aiTPR), denoted as f
aiTPRL
(.), can be de-
scribed as the followings probability distribution estimation.
f
aiTPRL
(v) =
∏
k
Pr(wk | Ti, v, WL1)∏
i
Pr(Ti | v, W1)
=
∏
k
Pr(wk | Ti,
(
1
K
K∑
m=1
vm
)
,
(
N1∑
m=1
amvm
)
+(
N2∑
m=1
a′mv′m
)
, WL1)
∏
i
Pr(Ti | v, W1)
=
∏
k
QIC(wk | Ti,
(
1
K
K∑
m=1
vm
)
,
(
N1∑
m=1
amvm
)
+(
N2∑
m=1
a′mv′m
)
)
∏
i
Q(Ti | v)
(42)
using the weights of the LSTM in the architecture is denoted as
WL1 , wi as words of sentences, vi as regional image features,
amsm as intermediate learnt parameters, QIC(.) and Q(.) are
the Image Caption and TPR generator function respectively.
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Fig. 3. Late Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Representation (aiTPR).
C. Uniqueness of aiTPR
The most components and uniqueness of our architecture
is the introduction and fusion of regional image features and
several other abstracted likelihood embedding of interaction
terms. Unlike other works, where they have used image fea-
ture, a different kind of constructed features can bring stability
in the variance of the features and can restrict the null spaces.
While, many works have demonstrated regional image features
based networks, they have left out the scope of introducing the
fusion points of these regional influences. In this work, we
have introduced such a scheme called interactions and have
presented in the form of TPR, where we construct two different
contexts from the same feature space and use them as product
for maximum influence.
IV. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS & ANALYSIS
We have done wide range of experiments to show the
behavioral influence of object based attention through this
architectural network, where we have defined different levels
of information for the generation of captions. Before we
analyze the results, short description of the dataset is also
provided along with the training session description as we
explore the joint distribution of the learning state space.
A. Data Description
We have used the MSCOCO and the Visual Genome dataset
for our analysis. MSCOCO consists of 123287 train+validation
images and 566747 train+validation sentence, where each im-
age is associated with at least five sentences from a vocabulary
of 8791 words. There are 5000 images (with 25010 sentences)
for validation and 5000 images (with 25010 sentences) for
testing. We used the same data split as described in Karpathy’s
paper [47]. Visual Genome dataset is used for other language
semantic information for the MSCOCO datasets and a model
is trained to derive the annotations for those images. Roughly,
38% of the MSCOCO data has attribute level annotations in
the Visual Genome dataset.
B. Quantitative Evaluation
Several evaluation metrics like CIDEr-D, Bleu 4, Bleu 3,
Bleu 2, Bleu 1, ROUGE L, METEOR and SPICE is used
for our experiments. Table I provide a quantitative evaluation
of our experiments, mainly focusing on the different architec-
tures, related to the context ht−1 and previous word embedding
xt−1 semantics, which is often found to enhance the perfor-
mance for the captions. We found that the performance of our
model out-performed many previous models and it was also
found that the late fusion model provide better performance,
inducing more experiments based on the semantic correction.
Clearly, Late aiTPR [aiTPR (3)] with Equation 33 was the
winner interms of most of the evaluation metrics, but the other
schemres like [aiTPR (1)] and [aiTPR (2)] performed in a
competitive way. The main reason, [aiTPR (3)] worked better
was because of the influence it produced on the combinations
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of regional feature set and their interactions, which ultimately
helped in better captions, while Equation 34 helped in the
topological continuity of the word for the generated sentence.
C. Discussion
The main improvement that our models had put into the
architecture is the introduction of aiTPR, which is character-
ized by understanding the interaction level information based
representation. This was never tried before and introduction of
regional influences attended refined feature levels and provided
ample scope of a fitted structure with improvement of the
representations with iterations. While, previous works were
concentrated on defining better image feature quality, we have
paid more importance on the inference level information that
generalizes the representations, but create combination level
enhancements. While, most of the works were just what the
model has learned, we paid more mportance what we can
create and feed into the network like shown in Equation 21
and Equation 42. With this approach, we have establish a new
performance level, which has surpassed other previous works
in all the metrics. We have used a RCNN network to find the
regional level details along with the coordinates of the regions
and used them for interaction level inference without much
concerning about the correctness as we are more interested in
the defined representation than the inference level likelihood
tensors.
D. Qualitative Evaluation
Normally statistical formulas are the best evaluation of the
significance levels of any model, except language ones. This is
because the statistical models most concentrate on the content
and the numericals associated with it. To evaluate language
structures, we need perception, which is also diverse and
subject to high variations. Also, whether a model is better
than the other cannot be judged through average numericals.
Whether overall improved captions are generated or not is
also difficult to judge from numericals in Table I, Hence,
we have considered some of the generated sentences as our
qualitative analysis and will reflect the supremacy of our novel
architecture. Figure 4 and Figure 5 provided some of the
instances that were derived from the models. The examples
provided very good representations of the generated sentences
from the corresponding images.
V. DISCUSSION
While the previous works mainly concentrated on the fea-
tures and their combinations in an un-thoughtful way, this
work produces a technique where you can derive useful
interactions for the attributes and generate the most useful
tensors and their products, without the requirement for non-
linear approximation. We introduced, for the first time, the
notion of combining regional image features and abstracted
interaction likelihood embedding for image captioning. We
call this model as Attribute Interaction-Tensor Product Repre-
sentation (aiTPR) as this is an good AI technique to consider
the attribute-interaction (ai) where the attributes are structured
ones as the lower level features transferred from any pre-
trained model, while the interactions are the composed derived
from them and then approximated through a language repre-
sentation that is well fitted with the image feature model. With
this work, we have derived a new state-of-the-art result and
also a novel work.
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